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Abstract

A relativistic electron beam moving close to periodic grating surfaces may undergo undulating motion due to its

image charge wakefields. This motion can be a mechanism for producing hard incoherent or coherent radiation. A new

device, an image charge undulator, is proposed to realize this mechanism. We demonstrate the physics principle of this

device by a two-dimensional model with an infinitely long uniform sheet current. The new undulator could be employed

for constructing a single-pass, high-intensity, compact-size and ultra-short-wavelength light source.

r 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Since Smith and Purcell’s landmark experiment
[1], radiation from relativistic electrons passing
near metal grating surfaces has been continuously
interesting to many physicists, mainly due to the
hope of creating compact-size ultra-short wave-
length light sources based on this effect. The
Smith–Purcell effect is commonly explained as
refraction of electric fields carried by relativistic
electrons (point charge or short bunch) by an open
grating surface. Recently, Kim and Song [2]
pointed out possible enhancements of Smith–
Purcell radiations for a longitudinally modulated
electron bunch and proposed a refraction-based
SASE FEL process.

In this paper, we report on the possibility of
generating incoherent or coherent hard radiation
using a mechanism other than field refraction,
namely the transverse undulating motion of

electrons in wakefields produced by an electron
beam when moving near a grating structure.

2. Physics principle

An electron beam near a metal surface produces
an electric polarization (image charge) of the
surface, which applies a Lorentz force back on
the beam. The image charge wakefields become
wiggler type fields when the surface is periodically
alternating like a grating. Under these forces, the
electron beam undergoes undulating motion and
emits radiations just like in a conventional
magnetic undulator. Therefore, wave amplification
and lasing can happen. To enhance the wakefield
and also stabilize the beam, we close the grating
structure by a second identical surface as shown in
Fig. 1. We name such an asymmetric periodic
structure as an image charge undulator (ICU).
This planar ICU can also be modified to a helical
grating channel (with a round beam) to generate
circularly polarized photons. The undulating
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mechanism can be clearly seen for a model of a
uniform sheet beam (of surface density s0) in a
two-dimensional (2D) grating structure. Here, the
image charge wakefields are given by static
solutions, at constant charge and current densities.
The magnetic field being parallel to the surface is
not changed from the free space case by the
grating, while the electric field is deformed getting
an alternating part due to periodic polarization of
the surface. The transverse wakefield (excluding
the field of sources) has the general form

Exðx; zÞ ¼
XþN

n¼1

ExnðxÞ sinðnkwz þ fxnÞ ð1Þ

to reflect the periodicity in the z direction, where
fxn is a phase factor, kw ¼ 2p=lw and lw is the
undulator period. Apart from a numerical factor
which only depends on the grating geometry,
wakefields of the ICU are proportional to E0 ¼
2ps0; the static electric field of the uniform sheet
charge in free space. Normally, higher harmonic
terms decay fast and the above expansions are
largely dominated by the first several nonzero
terms. Keeping only the first term, we obtain from
the electron equation of motion that

vxðzÞC
cK

g0
cosðkwz þ j0Þ; K ¼

eEx1ð0Þ
mv20kw

ð2Þ

where v0 is the electron velocity and g0 is the
Lorentz factor. Here Ex1ðxÞCEx1ð0Þ because xðzÞ
is very small for high energy electron beams. The
resonance frequency for an FEL process, accord-
ing to the well-developed FEL theory [3], is l ¼
lwð1þ 1

2
K2Þ=2g20: For an electron bunch of a finite

length ðszÞ but much longer than the grating
period, the wakefield can be represented by a

quasi-static model, i.e., a static solution following
the bunch. For a short bunch, szplw; wakefield
results from bunch field diffraction on crests of
grating surface. It should be noted that K varies
along the bunch of nonuniform charge density.
However, other than a widening of the SASE
spectrum, this inhomogeneity does not present a
serious challenge for realization of SASE FEL
even at large K, due to a quasi-local character of
the amplification process. As an example, let us
estimate the undulating motion for a flat beam of
200 MeV energy in an ICU of 30 mm period. The
flat bunch is 100 mm long, 300 mm wide and 4 mm
thick, and contains 6� 1010 electrons (total charge
10 nC). Other dimensions of the ICU, i.e., grating
depth d and separation of two grating 2D; are
typically equal or close to the grating period.
Assuming the geometric-dependent numerical fac-
tor is in order of 1, we found KB0:2; which is
equivalent to 60 T peak magnetic field in a
‘‘conventional’’ undulator. The resonance fre-
quency associated to this ICU is about 1 (A; an
X-ray, and gain length [3] is around 2 cm:

3. A simple 2D model

The key quantity for an ICU is amplitudes of
image charge wakefield for a given grating
geometry. In this section, we present an analytical
calculation of image charge wakefields for the
simple geometry shown in Fig. 2. This 2D model
can be viewed as a 2D waveguide (of vertical size
2D) attached by two sets of uniformly distributed
identical 2D rectangular cavities (width L and
depth d). Adjacent cavities are separated by a
distance L: Thus, the period of this ICU is 2L:
Both waveguide and cavities are made of perfectly
conducting material. A uniform sheet current is
passing through the center of the ICU ðx ¼ 0Þ: We
further assume the undulator and current are very
long so boundary effects are negligible. To find the
image charge wakefields, we divide the space inside
the undulator into three distinct regions: (I) upper
cavity region ðDoxoD þ dÞ; (II) waveguide
region ð�DoxoDÞ and (III) lower cavity region
ð�D � doxo� DÞ; then solve the Maxwell equa-
tions for each region separately. The only nonzero
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of 2-D image charge undulator.
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field components are Ex; Ez and By: We construct
fields in the frequency domain in the upper cavity
region in terms of single cavity modes as follows:

EI
xðx; z;oÞ ¼

X
m

HI
mðx; zÞ

XþN

n¼0

CmnðoÞ
kn

qn

� cos qnðD þ d � xÞ

� sin knðz þ 2mLÞ ð3Þ

EI
zðx; z;oÞ ¼

X
m

HI
mðx; zÞ

XþN

n¼0

CmnðoÞ

� sin qnðD þ d � xÞ

� cos knðz þ 2mLÞ ð4Þ

where kn ¼ np=L and qn ¼ ðo2=c2 � k2
nÞ

1=2: Func-
tion HI

mðx; zÞ defines the boundary of the mth upper
cavity, i.e., it equals 1 for ð2mLozoð2mþ
1ÞL;DoxoD þ dÞ and zero elsewhere. The above
fields already satisfy boundary conditions on three
perfect conducting surfaces of the cavity. Coeffi-
cients CmnðoÞ will be determined by matching fields
across the cavity openings ðx ¼ DÞ: The fields in
the lower cavity region can be constructed in a
similar way; a different set of coefficients DmnðoÞ
will be also determined by matching boundary
conditions on the interface x ¼ �D: In the second
(waveguide) region, the electric fields are

EII
x ðx; z;oÞ ¼ Es

xðx; z;oÞ þ Ens
x ðx; z;oÞ ð5Þ

EII
z ðx; z;oÞ ¼ Es

zðx; z;oÞ þ Ens
z ðx; z;oÞ: ð6Þ

The first part, which satisfies the Maxwell equa-
tions with source (surface charge density s0), are

Es
xðx; z;oÞ ¼ sðxÞG x>;

o
v0

� �
cosh

oðD þ xoÞ
v0g0

ð7Þ

Es
zðx; z;oÞ ¼ �

i

g0
G x>;

o
v0

� �
sinh

oðD þ xoÞ
v0g0

ð8Þ

where

Gðx; kÞ ¼
4psðkÞ

v0

sinhðk=g0ÞðD � xÞ
sinhðk=g0Þ2D

: ð9Þ

Here sðxÞ is a sign function defined as 1 or �1
when x is either greater or less than zero, and xo
and x> equal the smaller or bigger one among x

and 0 (the position of the sheet beam), respec-
tively. The second parts of (5) and (6), which
satisfy sourceless Maxwell equations, are

Ens
x ðx; z;oÞ ¼

Z þN

�N

dk

2p
eikzik

q
½Aðk;oÞ cos qðD þ xÞ

� Bðk;oÞ cos qðD � xÞ� ð10Þ

Ens
z ðx; z;oÞ ¼

Z þN

�N

dk

2p
eikz½Aðk;oÞ sin qðD þ xÞ

þ Bðk;oÞ sin qðD � xÞ�: ð11Þ

Here, Aðk;oÞ and Bðk;oÞ are two sets of expan-
sion coefficients. While the longitudinal electric
field must be continuous on the entire interfaces
ðx ¼ 7DÞ between the waveguide and the upper/
lower cavities, the transverse electric field is only
continuous at the cavity openings. By matching
these boundary conditions we obtain four sets of
equations involving four sets of coefficients
Aðk;oÞ; Bðk;oÞ; CmnðoÞ and DmnðoÞ: Eliminating
CmnðoÞ and DmnðoÞ; and using the following
(cavity) mode expansions [4]:

Aðk;oÞ ¼
X
m;n

eiðo=v0�kÞ2mLamnðoÞMmnðk;oÞ ð12Þ

Bðk;oÞ ¼
X
m;n

eiðo=v0�kÞð2mþ1ÞLbmnðoÞMmnðk;oÞ ð13Þ

where

Mmn ¼ 2L
Gð0;o=v0Þ
sin 2qD

Isn

o
v0

L

� �

� IcnðkLÞ
qn

kn

tan qnd ð14Þ
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Fig. 2. 2-D Image Charge Undulator made of 2-D waveguide

and 2-D rectangular shape cavities.
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IsnðZÞ ¼
np½1� ð�1ÞneiZ�

ðnpÞ2 � Z2
ð15Þ

IcnðZÞ ¼
iZ½1� ð�1Þne�iZ�

ðnpÞ2 � Z2
ð16Þ

we obtain the following two sets of linear
equations:

amn ¼ 1þ
X
n

XþN

m¼0

½Gðm�nÞ
nm amm � Lðm�nÞ

nm bnm� ð17Þ

bmn ¼ 1þ
X
n

XþN

m¼0

½Gðm�nÞ
nm bmm � Lðm�nÞ

nm anm� ð18Þ

where

GðaÞ
nmðoÞ ¼ 2L

Ismððo=v0ÞLÞ
Isnððo=v0ÞLÞ

qm

km

tan qmd

Z þN

�N

dk

2p
ik

�
IsnðkLÞIcmðkLÞ

q tan 2qD
eiðk�o=v0Þ2aL ð19Þ

LðaÞ
nmðoÞ ¼ 2L

Ismððo=v0ÞLÞ
Isnððo=v0ÞLÞ

qn

km

tan qmd

Z þN

�N

dk

2p
ik

�
IsnðkLÞIcmðkLÞ

q sin 2qD
eiðk�o=v0Þð2aþ1ÞL ð20Þ

are elements of the coupling matrix between the
nth mode of the mth cavity on one side of the ICU
and the mth mode of the nth cavity on the same or
opposite side. For an infinitely long ICU, due to
the translational symmetry, amnðoÞ and bmnðoÞ
should be independent of cavity index m; i.e.,
amnðoÞ ¼ anðoÞ; bmnðoÞ ¼ bnðoÞ: It further can be
shown from Eqs. (17) and (18) that anðoÞ ¼ bnðoÞ:
Thus,

anðoÞ ¼ 1þ
XþN

m¼0

½GnmðoÞ � LnmðoÞ�amðoÞ ð21Þ

where the new matrix elements are

Gnm ¼
XþN

a¼�N

GðaÞ
nm; Lnm ¼

XþN

a¼�N

LðaÞ
nm: ð22Þ

Now we use the condition of uniform charge
density, sðzÞ ¼ s0; in the frequency domain,
sðoÞ ¼ s02pdðoÞ; thus only o ¼ 0 terms have
contributions to the image charge wakefields. It
is straightforward to show that both transverse
and longitudinal image charge wakefields are

periodic (the period is lw ¼ 2L) over z: Therefore,
they can be expanded in terms of Fourier series as
(1). Coefficients ExnðxÞ and EznðxÞ; and phase
factors fxnðxÞ and fznðxÞ can be calculated
analytically. In particular, near the undulator
center, the image charge field is reduced to

Ens
x ð0; zÞ ¼ E0

XþN

n¼0

Nx2nþ1 sinð2n þ 1Þkwz ð23Þ

Ens
z ð0; zÞ ¼ E0

XþN

n¼1

Nz2n sin 2nkwz ð24Þ

where E0 ¼ 2ps0 and numerical factors are

Nx2nþ1 ¼ �
a2nþ1ð0Þ tanhð2n þ 1Þpd=L

ðn þ 1
2
Þp sinhð2n þ 1ÞpD=L

ð25Þ

Nz2n ¼
1

p2 cosh 2npD=L

�
XþN

m¼1

a2mþ1ð0Þ tanhð2m þ 1Þpd=L

ðm þ 1
2
Þ½ðm þ 1

2
Þ2 � n2�

: ð26Þ

The fact that all terms above are proportional to a
factor tanhð2n þ 1Þd=L implies that the image
charge forces vanish when all cavities disappear
ðd ¼ 0Þ: On the other hand, by being inversely
proportional to sinð2n þ 1ÞpD=L; the transverse
image charge wakefields would be enhanced when
the vertical size D decreases.

4. Discussion

ICUs possess several features for light source
applications. Apart from the difference in source
of undulating force, an ICU is much like a
magnetic undulator; hence, the well-developed
theories of incoherent and coherent radiation can
be applied to ICUs. With current technology, one
effectively can construct a compact size light
source for very short wavelength by manufactur-
ing very fine grating structure. One can also load
several IUCs together for one light source
application. IUCs on helical grating channel seem
suitable to produce the intense circularly polarized
gamma rays from high-energy electron beams for
various use. There are also several significant
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technical challenges one needs to overcome in
order to fully realize the power of this new FEL
mechanism. Among them are beam alignment,
removing fairly large amount of heat from grating
surfaces, flat electron beams of a small X-
emittance. To meet these challenges, current
technologies are under active evaluation and new
schemes have also been proposed. For example,
the recently proposed round-to-flat electron beam
source [5] appears well conjuncted with 2D ICU.
We are grateful to J. Boyce, B. Wojtsekhowski and
A. Mikhailichenko for discussions on ICU tech-

nology and applications, and also to J. Boyce for
permission to use Fig. 1.
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